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Press Release 

Sector 17 police station is second best in Asia 

 

Chandigarh, February 22:- The Altus Global Alliance, a global 

organization, has rated the Sector 17 Police Station, the oldest in 

Chandigarh, as the second best in Asia. The survey was conducted 

under ‘Police Station Visitors Week-2009.’ The Vidhayakapuri police 

station of Jaipur has topped the list.  

A communiqué to this effect has been received in the office of 

DGP, Chandigarh. The prize giving ceremony would be held at Abuja 

in Nigeria on March 25-26, 2010, the communiqué said. In 2007, 

Sector 3 police station had been adjudged the best in the country, 

securing 99.80 marks, a recognition police station from 21 

countries, had vied for.  

Disclosing this here today, Mr S.S. Srivastva, Chandigarh SSP, 

said the Chandigarh Police had hit the slot despite pressures and 

demands on its time and infrastructure, and various pulls and 

pushes. Explaining his viewpoint, he said that the force was, more 

often that not, engaged in VVIP security. In 2009, about 12,178 

police officials were deployed for 4,127 events and on VIP duty and 

yet, the crime graph under all major heads remained under control. 

Excited over the achievement, Mr Jagbir Singh, DSP, Sector 

17 Police Station, explained the two-point modus operandi of 

choosing the best police station. First, feedback is sought from the 

citizens on the delivery of police services on five counts—community 

orientation; physical conditions; equal treatment; transparency, 

accountability and detention condition. Second, a jury comprising 

retired DGs, editors of newspapers and educationists visit the short 

listed police stations and give the markings.  

The final selection is made by adding people’s score to the 

marks given by the jury. The police station that scores the highest 



combined score, is awarded Asia’s best police station award. The 

Sector 17 police station scored 82 per cent marks out of 100 and 

remained far ahead of the country’s aggregate score of 69.95 per 

cent. Chandigarh scored an aggregate of 71.98 per cent, according 

to the survey report. (See score card) 

Score Card 

                                                        Chandigarh          India          Sec-17 PS  

1 Community orientation                 75.11                   74.55           88.57 

2. Physical condition                       76.39                   69.80           87.86 

3 Equal treatment                            66.89                   65.00           75.00 

4. Transparency & accountability    73.9                      73.9             86.43 

5. Detention conditions                    67.00                   61.00           72.14  

Total aggregate                                 71.98                   69.65           82.00 

     

     The Altus Global Alliance has recognized the five indicators for 

the selection of best police station. The Sector 17 police station has 

not only scored better in the country but also led all the police 

stations of Chandigarh.   

All the 11 UT police stations had been conferred ISO 

certificates in 2008, giving Chandigarh the rare distinction. ISO is 

awarded to such police stations as have achieved excellence and 

standardization in delivery of police services to the citizens, and 

ensured effectiveness in law enforcement, transparency and 

accountability.   

Altus is a global alliance working across continents from a 

multicultural perspective to improve public safety and justice. The 

Institute of Development and Communication, Chandigarh, is one of 

the six global members of Altus which gets funding from, among 

others, the Ford Foundation. 

                       

 

  

 

 



 


